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Check out the trailer for: Movie Overview Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra, Varun Dhawan, Kapil Sharma, Katrina Kaif, Abhishek Bachchan is giving a new form of fun and entertainment with his upcoming film ‘Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra’. The film ‘Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra’ is the tale of three friends who share an awkward and hilarious relationship. The first time I saw this movie I was confused.
So I didn’t buy a ticket for it, later my friends told me it was really good. Today when I decided to watch it again I got to know that it was not the same as I saw the last time. I didn’t know that they had taken some of my feelings and expectations from the first movie. I watched this movie without giving my expectation. I was surprised and happy by its end. Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra movie is a
humorous film based on friendship and humor. The movie is a great combination of love and humor. It tells the story of four best friends Raj (VARUN DHON), Chaitali (KATI NA), Dinesh (KAPIL SHARMA) and Rohan (RAKEYSH OMPRKASH MEHRA). Their friendship is more than just a best friend’s relationship, they are basically a big family. This film is more about family than friends.
The film takes the audience into the journey of the four friends and their various hilarious situations. The problem the four friends face is the fact that Raj has a small heart and a big love. Raj and Rohan have a huge love for each other but their love gets broken when Raj’s love for Rohan’s sister Chaitali. Chaitali had a problem with the fact that Rohan’s feelings for her was more than she thought. Raj
had only eyes for Chaitali. Chaitali was upset and unhappy when she realized that Rohan has a huge love for her. As Rohan and Raj fight for Chaitali’s hand Rohan is also faced with the fact that he is not dating anyone. When Rohan gets out of the bad situation he was in, he gets attracted towards Chaitali but Chaitali was in love with someone else. Chaitali was in a relationship with 82157476af
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